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 Airdrie Bathgate Rail Link Project – Environmental Statement (Draft)  

 

1 Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to provide a brief review of a draft Environmental 

Statement (ES) prepared by Ironside Farrar.  The ES relates to the proposals to re-

open the Airdrie to Bathgate section of the former Bathgate and Coatbridge Railway 

(Monkton Railway) line, and to carry out linked improvements to the existing 

railways between Airdrie and Drumgelloch in the west and between Bathgate and 

Waverley Station in the east.  The ES will accompany a new Private Bill to be 

introduced by Network Rail before the Scottish Parliament. 

The review is intended to establish whether the ES is adequate to inform the decision 

on the Private Bill and conforms to the legal requirements of the relevant 

regulations. 

2 Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

2.1 EIA is a procedure required under the terms of Directive 97/11/EC amending 

Directive 85/337/EC on assessment of the effects of certain public and private 

projects on the environment.  Article 2 requires that “Member States shall adopt all 

measures necessary to ensure that before consent is given, projects likely to have 

significant effects on the environment by virtue, inter alia, of their nature, size or 

location are made subject to a requirement for development consent and an 

assessment with regard to their effects”.  Article 8 then requires that “The results of 

consultations and information gathered pursuant to [the EIA procedure] must be 

taken into consideration in the development consent procedure”. 

2.2 The requirements for EIA in Scotland are incorporated in the Environmental Impact 

Assessment (Scotland) Regulations 1999, as amended by the EIA (Scotland) 

Regulations 2002.  The requirements of the EIA Regulations are applied to the 

procedures for Scottish Private Bills authorising works by virtue of Rule 9A.2.3(c)(iii) 

of the Standing Orders of the Scottish Parliament and Annexes K to N of the 

Presiding Officer’s Determinations.   

2.3 The EIA (Scotland) Regulations 1999 state in Schedule 4 that an Environmental 

Statement should include  

(a) description of the development, comprising information about the site, 

nature and type and quantities of emissions arising from the development  

(b) an outline of the main alternatives and the main reasons for the preferred 

scheme, taking into account environmental effects.  
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(c) a description of the aspects of the environment likely to be significantly 

affected by the development.  

(d)  a description of the likely significant effects of the development on the 

environment, including direct and any indirect secondary cumulative short 

medium and long term, permanent and temporary, positive and negative 

effects of the development, and a description of the forecasting methods 

used to assess the effects on the environment.  

(e) a description of the measures envisaged to prevent reduce and where 

possible offset any significant adverse effects on the environment.  

(f) a Non-technical Summary of the above information.  

(g) an indication of any difficulties encountered in compiling the required 

information.  

2.4 In the light of the above the remainder of this report considers the following aspects 

of the draft ES. 

• Description of the Project 

 

• Consideration of alternatives 

 

• Description of aspects of the environment likely to be affected by the project 

 

• Description of the likely significant effects of the project 

 

• Description of mitigation  

 

• Non-technical Summary  

 

• Quality of presentation. 

 

3 Description of the Project 

3.1 Objectives of the Project 

The need for the project and its objectives are sufficiently described in Chapter 2.  

The Central Scotland Transport Corridor Studies (CSTCS) commissioned by the 

Scottish Executive recommended that the Airdrie-Bathgate link be included in the 

2010 M8 Corridor Plan as a 15 minute service between Edinburgh and Glasgow via 

Airdrie and Bathgate, requiring reinstatement and electrificiation of the rail line 

between Airdrie (Drumgelloch) and Bathgate with services along a route from 

Helensburgh/Balloch in the west to Edinburgh in the east.  In January 2003 the 

Scottish Executive accepted the CSTCS recommendation. 
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3.2 Description of Project Components  

The project itself is large and complex.  It will involve: 

• Upgrading Aidrie, Livington North and Uphall Stations; relocating Stations at 

Bathgate and Drumgelloch; and building new Stations at Caldercruix and 

Armadale. 

• Upgrading from single to double track the line between Airdrie and 

Drumgelloch and from Carmondean junction to Cawburn junction; laying a 

new double track from Drumgelloch to Bathgate; and electrifying the line 

between Drumgelloch and Edinburgh. 

• Providing a train depot at Bathgate; a relocated STVA vehicle storage yard 

from Bathgate to Boghall; a relocated National Cycle Network Route 75; and 

introducing park-and-ride facilities at all Stations. 

• Related engineering work, including laying new track, electrifying the railway, 

signalling, earth-moving, making bridges safe, building embankments and 

walls, providing culverts and drains, and fencing. 

The Bill will not only authorise construction of the railway but also authorise 

acquisition of land or rights required for the works authorised, two new Stations, two 

relocated Stations, bridge improvements, relocation of the cyclepaths, the train 

depot, and relocated vehicle storage depot, and closure or diversion of roads and 

footpaths currently crossing the former railway. 

The scheme is at preliminary or outline design stage in a number of respects and this 

is explained in Chapter 3.  This is however to be expected in a scheme of this nature, 

and sufficient detail is given to enable the impacts to be assessed on a worst case 

basis.  A separate report (Core Reference 4) describes in further detail the cyclepath 

alignment, land take and associated infrastructure. 

A full description of the project is set out in Chapter 3.  This includes a 

comprehensive description of all the main components, including the route 

development; the design of the re-opened section of track; the electrification of the 

existing and proposed routes; signalling, structures, drainage, fencing, and stations; 

the re-routed Airdrie to Bathgate cycle path, a new train stabling and cleaning depot 

at Bathgate station and relocated STVA vehicle delivery depot to Boghall.  Figures 

3.4 – 3.9 show indicative proposals for overhead line equipment, a footbridge, 

communications masts, and the location and outline design and layout of stations 

and their associated car parks and access, the train stabling depot and the relocated 

STVA vehicle delivery depot.  

The construction methodology is described in outline, in terms of construction 

milestone dates, construction programming and outline construction sequence. 
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Operational characteristics are also set out, including the passenger service 

frequency and stopping pattern, the proposed rolling stock, rail freight activity, and 

line maintenance.   

3.3 Size of Project  

The extent of permanent land take for the project is fully considered in Chapter 8 

(Land Use and Agriculture) for stations and associated car park and accesses; two 

minor deviations from the existing rail solum; relocated cycle path; structures 

associated with the railway line; the Bathgate train stabling and cleaning depot and 

the STVA vehicle delivery depot.  Temporary land take is also fully considered in that 

chapter for access and storage of plant and materials, and for construction activities 

along and adjacent to the route.  

4 Consideration of Alternatives  

4.1 The consideration of alternative routes and station options is properly set out in 

Chapter 4 of the ES.  As well as the proposed permanent way route along the 

existing solum, an alternative route was considered, together with possible new 

alignments to the south of Hillend Loch and to the south of Armadale.  These are 

shown in figure 4.1.  The environmental issues and reasons for rejection of 

alternatives are set out in each case, together with the final route selection. 

4.2 The process of selection of station options is also fully described, in terms of 

environmental impact, potential parking provision and interchange, and potential 

traffic generation, accessibility and patronage.  Again the reasons for selection of 

Drumgelloch New Option 3, Caldercruix West Option 1 and Armadale Station are fully 

set out. 

4.3 Different options for the cycle path relocation, location of the train stabling and 

cleaning depot and relocation of the STVA storage yard are also described, with 

reasons for the preferred choice in each case. 

5 Description of aspects of the environment likely to be affected  

5.1 These aspects are dealt with on a chapter by chapter basis, describing the baseline 

conditions for the various impact assessments in the ES.  They comprise:  

• Geology and soils, particularly contaminated land along the length of the 

route (Chapter 7).  Also assessed are loss of mineral reserves, types of soil 

and important geological features, and the impact of shallow mines. 

 

• Land use either side of the route, including agricultural land, open 

space/amenity land, derelict and vacant sites, and settlements with a range 

of urban land uses (Chapter 8).  
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• Landscape and surrounding visual receptors (Chapter 9).  

 

• Flora and Fanua on and adjacent to the route, including designated sites, 

habitats and protected species (Chapter 10). 

 

• Sites of potential cultural heritage interest situated along the route, including 

protected sites and monuments of national importance (Chapter 11). 

 

• People living close to the route corridor and the journeys they make within 

the locality as pedestrians and cyclists (Chapter 12).  

 

• Existing noise levels and noise sensitive receptors (Chapter 13).  

 

• Air quality, main sources of air pollution and potential receptors (Chapter 

14).  

 

• Surface water and ground water features, water quality and flooding 

(Chapter 15)  

 

• Receptors likely to be affected by construction works (such as road users, 

people and property, agriculture, rights of way and footpaths, public utilities 

and areas of ecological or archaeological interest) (Chapter 16)  

 

5.2 Data Collection and Survey Methods  

In each case the size of the study area and the source of baseline data is made clear, 

for example:  

• Air quality - site visit; NETCEN maps published by the National Air Quality 

Archive; NLC updating and screening assessment. 

 

• Noise - baseline monitoring. 

 

• Cultural heritage - web based survey based on public archives at National 

Monuments Record of Scotland, National Map Library, Historic Scotland 

Scheduled Ancient Monuments and Listed Building Records and West of 

Scotland Archaeologist Service Site and Monuments Record: walkover survey 

in January 2004 and December 2005.  

 

• Ecology, nature conservation and bio diversity - consultations, data collection 

from key sources, site specific surveys.  

 

• Geology and soils - Soil survey maps, geological reporting, limited chemical 

sampling, review of records held by NLC environmental services department, 
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discussion with WLC environmental services and planning departments and 

site walkover of targeted areas.  

5.3 References 

References are provided at the end of some chapters.  Where there are data gaps or 

gaps in surveys, this is indicated, for example:  

• Geology and soils:  No consultation response received from SWERAD on land 

use and farm units.  

 

• Pedestrians, Cyclists, Equestrians and Community Effects:  No survey 

information available on the extent of use or distribution of different types of 

users of community facilities.  

 

• Water quality:  At the time of writing, details of station drainage SUDS 

features were not available.  

 

6 Description of likely significant effects of the project  

6.1 Scoping 

The scoping of the EIA is described in section 5.4 of Chapter 5, including details of 

agencies consulted and scoping opinions obtained from North Lanarkshire and West 

Lothian Councils.  Scoping matrices are then usefully set out indicating the relative 

importance of each environmental factor in terms of national regional and local 

importance and to indicate the issues which will require detailed study.  A full 

schedule of consultation responses is set out in Appendix 1 and the scoping opinions 

of WLC and NLC are set out in Appendix 3.  In addition some chapters specifically 

refer to the scoping exercise as it affects that chapter topic.   

Mandatory consultees were also invited to comment on a draft ES (Appendix 8) and 

their comments have been considered and included in the draft ES.  Among the 

issues identified by mandatory consultees in their responses on the draft ES are: 

• Flood risk assessment required at specific locations 

• The need to monitor surface water quality 

• Assessment of the integrity of new embankments at Hillend Reservoir 

• The need for targeted investigations for contaminated land at two station 

sites 

• The potential to mobilise contaminants in ground water during construction 

• The need for hydro geological surveys of areas of mine workings 

• Loss of shoreline habitat of Hillend Reservoir 

• Effects on the Firth of Forth SPA via River Almond 
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• Potential disturbance to otters 

• Pre construction survey work for bats and badgers 

• The need for a landscape habitat and management plan 

• Potential loss of access to Plains Country Park. 

All these matters have been addressed in the final draft ES, and to that extent the 

exercise has proved useful in addressing a number of additional issues which might 

otherwise have been omitted from the ES. 

6.2 Impact Assessment Methods  

The approach to evaluation of impact significance is set out in Chapter 5, and is 

based on the SNH Guidance on EIA (A Handbook of Environmental Impact 

Assessment, Scottish Natural Heritage, January 2002).  Where appropriate (for 

example landscape and visual impacts, and ecology and nature conservation) the 

specific impact assessment methodology and evaluation of significance is set out in 

the relevant chapter.  

Each chapter in Part 4 of the ES (Assessment of Environmental Effects) then follows 

broadly the same structure, with a helpful summary of the chapter at the beginning, 

followed by:- 

• A description (in some cases but not all) of the environmental scoping 

exercise and its conclusion 

• The sources of information to establish the baseline 

• A description (in certain cases) of the assessment of magnitude sensitivity 

and significance and any relevant guidance on methodology 

• Limitations to assessment 

• Legislation/designations (if any) 

• Impacts assessed 

• Mitigation measures proposed 

• Residual impacts 

• Conclusions and summary of main impacts  

• References (if any) 

6.3 Geology and Soils 

Drift geology (figure 7.1), solid geology (figure 7.2) and the soil survey (figure 7.3) 

are illustrated with contamination risk data (figure 7.4) provided by NLC and WLC 

under Part IIA EPA search.  Impacts are not anticipated to be significant and are 
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assessed as minor or negligible following mitigation.  It should be noted that target 

testing and risk assessment along sections of the route to identify a potential 

contamination risk will be particularly important for the proposed station area at 

Caldercruix. 

6.4 Land Use and Agriculture 

The most significant land use impacts are assessed as the relocation of the 

footpath/cycle path (moderate), the permanent or temporary loss of part of Plains 

Countryside Park (moderate), the alternative access to Airdrie and District Angling 

Club (minor-moderate), and building acquisition (moderate) where a total of 10 

residential properties may need to be acquired.  The possibility is left open that a 

further five properties may need to be acquired, depending on the level and 

significance of the impact, to be determined at detailed design stage. 

6.5 Landscape and Visual 

The most significant landscape impacts are assessed to be on the relatively unspoilt 

areas of countryside between Airdrie and Bathgate, where the current cycle path 

corridor will experience loss of existing vegetation, introduction of tall and linear 

structures and movement of trains (moderate-substantial adverse), on larger scale 

more open sections of countryside (moderate adverse) and in the Livingston 

Countryside Belt where the STVA yard is located (moderate adverse).  However, new 

planting is proposed to help absorb the development. 

During the construction phase and whilst landscape planting is becoming established, 

residual adverse visual impacts experienced by sensitive receptors close to the site 

are assessed as substantial or moderate-substantial adverse and the reinstatement 

of intermediate stations at Caldercruix and Armadale as significantly adverse on local 

residents, but to some degree capable of mitigation by sympathetic design and 

mitigation measures.  The STVA yard and proposed changes at Livingston North and 

Uphall Stations are also assessed as moderate adverse. 

6.6 Ecology Nature Conservation and Biodiversity 

The most significant effects on flora and fauna (following mitigation) are assessed as 

loss of habitat at Caldercruix SINC, small scale losses of habitat at Raizie Hill Moss 

SINC and small scale habitat losses at Hillend Reservoir (all moderate).  No effects 

are identified on any sites of national or international importance.  Possible 

disturbance of protected species is identified as slight/slight-moderate after 

mitigation. 

6.7 Cultural Heritage 

The risk of encountering unknown buried archaeology on the site is considered to be 

low.  No impacts are assessed on the majority of Listed Buildings or Scheduled 
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Ancient Monuments.  Two Listed Buildings will however have significant alterations to 

their structure (Birdsmill Viaduct and Ratho Railway Bridge). 

6.8 Pedestrians, Cyclists and Community Effects 

Severance caused by re-opening the Airdrie to Bathgate rail route is considered likely 

to cause some significant impact to pedestrians and the community in terms of 

access, safety and decrease in amenity.  Following mitigation many will become 

moderate adverse for sensitive receptors and moderate to slight or insignificant for 

less affected receptors.  Plains Village is assessed as likely to be the most severely 

impacted, but three proposed routes across the railway line (one over bridge and two 

pedestrian footbridges) and other mitigation measures are considered to reduce the 

adverse impacts to moderate. 

6.9 Noise and Vibration 

The noise assessment of the proposed reopened section shows that with mitigation 

the number of properties with a significance of impact that is moderate or worse is 

51 properties at ground floor level and 113 at first floor level.  For the morning 

shoulder period (worst case), with mitigation, there is a moderate or worse 

classification for 67 properties at ground floor level and 70 properties at first floor 

level.  With mitigation three properties at ground and five properties at first floor 

level would potentially qualify for insulation. 

There is also a requirement for vibration isolation of some 1,216 metres of 

eastbound track and 1,121 metres of westbound track, mostly at Drumgelloch, 

Plains, Caldercruix and Forrestfield. 

6.10 Air Quality 

During construction dust nuisance is assessed as at worst of moderate significance 

lasting for, at most, only a few months at any one location along the length of the 

proposed railway.  Once the rail link is complete it is not considered likely to be a 

source of air pollution, with extremely small changes in concentrations of air 

pollutants, and all relevant air quality objectives likely to be met in the vicinity of the 

rail link. 

6.11 Water Quality and Drainage 

Construction phase impacts on surface water quality are assessed as unlikely to be 

greater than of moderate significance, provided that SEPA Pollution Prevention 

Guidelines are complied with.  Railway operation and maintenance is not expected to 

impact significantly on surface water quality, flooding or ground water. 

6.12 Disruption due to Construction 
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Potential traffic disruption where construction vehicles and plant use existing roads, 

particularly in the vicinity of construction depots, is assessed as potentially a 

significant impact but short term and local.  The most significant adverse landscape 

and visual impacts during the construction period are considered likely to occur in 

the vicinity of construction compounds.  Dust nuisance may be locally moderate but 

no long term adverse effects are anticipated. 

7 Description of Mitigation  

7.1 In each chapter, proposed mitigation measures are set out prior to the assessment 

of residual impact, and general and specific mitigation measures, as outlined in the 

ES, are helpfully summarised in Chapter 17 (to be updated following completion of 

all chapters of the ES).  This schedule is described as the minimum standard of 

mitigation required for the proposed development. 

7.2 A separate Chapter 18 proposes a series of mitigation measures to reduce landscape 

visual and ecological impacts and to address the requirements of the Network Rail 

Biodiversity Action Plan and the Vegetation Management Plan.   

7.3 Among the key mitigation measures put forward are:- 

• The provision of an alternative three metre wide cycle and footpath along the 

entire route to replace NCN 75, Airdrie to Bathgate Railway Path. 

 

• Tree planting to replace planting lost, to soften the visual effects of stations, 

parking areas, and overbridges, and the rail line itself.  Further detail is set 

out in Chapter 18 (Railway Corridor Landscape Design) describing the design 

philosophy and outline design proposals, with illustrations in figures 18.1 – 

18.8. 

 

• Provision of noise barriers to minimise noise impact on adjacent sensitive 

receptors/residential property (illustrated in figures 13.3 and 13.4). 

 

• Vibration isolation to track (estimated 1340m) to minimise adverse vibration 

effects on affected properties and sensitive sites (illustrated in figure 13.8). 

 

• Compliance with Airdrie – Bathgate Rail Re-opening Draft Code of 

Construction Practice. Network Rail, Jacobs Babtie January 2006. 

 

In our view, although the mitigation measures are generally in outline form at this 

stage, the level of detail provided is reasonable for the purpose of assessing the 

likely residual impacts. 
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8 Non-technical Summary  

This is considered to be well written.  It provides a concise but comprehensive 

description of the project, the need for the project, the likely effects of the project on 

the environment and proposed mitigation measures.  It is written in non-technical 

language, it avoids technical terms, detailed data and scientific discussion, and would 

in our view be comprehensible to lay members of the public. 

9 Quality of Presentation 

In our view the draft Environmental Statement is well presented.  It will be available 

in two clearly defined documents (ES and Appendices) which are clearly structured to 

enable the reader to locate information easily.  There is a table of contents at the 

beginning of the document and a clear description of the process which has been 

followed throughout the document in the environmental assessment process.  At the 

beginning of each chapter in Part 4 is a summary of the chapter and at the end of 

each chapter (where appropriate) is a summary table or matrix of the main impacts.  

Chapter 17 contains a useful summary of general and specific mitigation measures 

required for the proposed design. 

Presentation is comprehensive but reasonably concise and avoids irrelevant data and 

information.  There is a limited number of figures, but sufficient to assist the 

presentation of data.  The analyses and conclusions are properly supported with data 

and evidence, and sources of data are properly referenced. 

The document reads as a single document with suitable cross referencing between 

sections to help the reader navigate through it, and consistent terminology has been 

used throughout.  In our view, the presentation is fair, impartial and objective and 

properly draws attention to the principal environmental impacts of the project after 

mitigation. 

10 Conclusion 

The draft ES does in our view conform to all legal requirements and is adequate to 

inform the decision on a Private Bill for the project as described in Chapter 3. 

 

 

Bond Pearce LLP 

18 May 2006 
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